Finding the right features and patterns for identifying relations in natural language is one of the most pressing research questions for relation extraction. In this paper, we compare patterns based on supervised and unsupervised syntactic parsing and present a simple method for extracting surface patterns from a parsed training set. Results show that the use of surfacebased patterns not only increases extraction speed, but also improves the quality of the extracted relations. We find that, in this setting, unsupervised parsing, besides requiring less resources, compares favorably in terms of extraction quality.
Introduction
Relation extraction is the task of automatically detecting occurrences of expressed relations between entities in a text and structuring the detected information in a tabularized form. In natural language, there are infinitely many ways to creatively express a set of semantic relations in accordance to the syntax of the language. Languages vary across domains and change over time. It is therefore impossible to statically capture all ways of expressing a relation.
Most relation extraction systems (Bunescu and Mooney, 2005; Snow et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2006; Mintz et al., 2009; Alfonseca et al., 2012; Min et al., 2012) generalize semantic relations by taking into account statistics about the syntactic construction of sentences. Usually supervised parsers are applied for parsing sentences.
Statistics are then utilized to machine-learn how textual mentions of relations can be identified. Many researchers avoid the need for expensive corpora with manually labeled relations by applying a scheme called distant supervision (Mintz et al., 2009; Roth et al., 2013) which hypothesizes that all text fragments containing argument cooccurrences of known semantic relation facts indeed express these relations. Still, systems relying on supervised parsers require training from annotated treebanks, which are expensive to create, and highly domain-and language dependent when available.
An alternative is unsupervised parsing, which automatically induces grammars by structurally analyzing unlabeled corpora. Applying unsupervised parsing thus avoids the limitation to languages and domains for which annotated data is available. However, induced grammars do not match traditional linguistic grammars. In most of the research on parsing, unsupervised parsers are still evaluated based on their level of correspondence to treebanks. This is known to be problematic because there are several different ways of linguistically analyzing text, and treebank annotations also contain questionable analyses (Klein, 2005) . Moreover, it is not guaranteed that the syntactic analysis which is most conforming to a general linguistic theory is also best suited in an extrinsic evaluation, such as for relation extraction.
In this work, we apply a supervised and an unsupervised parser to the relation extraction task by extracting statistically counted patterns from the resulting parses. By utilizing the performance of the overall relation extraction system as an indirect measure of a parser's practical qualities, we get a task-driven evaluation comparing supervised and unsupervised parsers. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to compare generalpurpose unsupervised and supervised parsing on the application of relation extraction. Moreover, we introduce a simple method to obtain shallow patterns from syntactic analyses and show that, besides eliminating the need to parse text during system application, such patterns also increase extraction quality. We discover that, for this method, un-supervised parsing achieves better extraction quality than the more expensive supervised parsing.
Related Work
Unsupervised and weakly supervised training methods have been applied to relation extraction (Mintz et al., 2009; Banko et al., 2007; Yates and Etzioni, 2009 ) and similar applications such as semantic parsing (Poon and Domingos, 2009) and paraphrase acquisition (Lin and Pantel, 2001 ). However, in such systems, parsing is commonly applied as a separately trained subtask 1 for which supervision is used. Hänig and Schierle (2009) have applied unsupervised parsing to a relation extraction task but their task-specific data prohibits supervised parsing for comparison.
Unsupervised parsing is traditionally only evaluated intrinsically by comparison to gold-standard parses. In contrast, Reichart and Rappoport (2009) count POS token sequences inside sub-phrases for measuring parsing consistency. But this count is not clearly related to application qualities.
Methodology
A complete relation extraction system consists of multiple components. Our system follows the architecture described by Roth et al. (2012) . In short, the system retrieves queries in the form of entity names for which all relations captured by the system are to be returned. The entity names are expanded by alias-names extracted from Wikipedia link anchor texts. An information retrieval component retrieves documents containing either the name or one of the aliases. Further filtering retains only sentences where a named entity tagger labeled an occurrence of the queried entity as being of a suitable type and furthermore found a possible entity for the relation's second argument. For each candidate sentence, a classifier component then identifies whether one of the captured relation types is expressed and, if so, which one it is. Postprocessing then outputs the classified relation according to task-specific format requirements. Here, we focus on the relation type classifier.
1 An exception is the joint syntactic and semantic (supervised) parsing model inference by Henderson et al. (2013) 
Pattern Extraction
For our relation extraction system, we use a simple pattern matching framework. Whenever at least one candidate sentence containing two entities A and B matches one of the patterns extracted for a certain relation type R, the classifier states that R holds between A and B.
We experimented with two types of patterns. First, we simply parsed the training set and extracted shortest dependency path patterns. These patterns search for matches on the parse tree. Following Lin and Pantel (2001) , the shortest path connecting two arguments in a dependency graph has been widely used as a representation of relation instance mentions. The general idea is that shortest paths skip over irrelevant optional parts of a sentence such as in $1, who ... founded $2 where the shortest path pattern $1←founded→$2 matches although an irrelevant relative clause appears between the arguments $1 and $2. Similar representations have been used by Mintz et al. (2009) , Alfonseca et al. (2012) and Snow et al. (2005) .
In a second set of experiments, we used the shortest dependency paths in parsed training sentences to generate surface-based patterns. These patterns search for matches directly on plain text and therefore do no longer rely on parsing at application time. The patterns are obtained by turning the shortest paths between relational arguments in the parsed training data into token sequences with gaps. The token sequences consist of all words in the sentence that appear on the shortest dependency path. Argument positions in the surface patterns are specified by special tokens $1 and $2. At all places, where there are one or more tokens which are not on the shortest dependency path but which are surrounded either by tokens on the dependency path or by arguments, an asterisk represents up to four unspecified tokens. For the shortest path $1←,←who→$2 connecting Friedman and economist in the DMV parse depicted in Figure 1 , this method generates the pattern $1, * $2 who. As can be seen, such patterns can capture a conjunction of token presence conditions to the left, between, and to the right of the arguments. In cases where argument entities are not parsed as a single complete phrase, we generate patterns for each possible combination of outgoing edges from the two arguments. We dismiss patterns generated for less than four distinct argument entity pairs of the same relation type. For each pattern, we calculate the precision on the training set and retain only patterns above a certain precision threshold.
Supervised and Unsupervised Parsing
Typical applications which require syntactic analyses make use of a parser that has been trained under supervision of a labeled corpus conforming to a linguistically engineered grammar. In contrast, unsupervised parsing induces a grammar from frequency structures in plain text. Various algorithms for unsupervised parsing have been developed in the past decades. Headden (2012) gives a rather recent and extensive overview of unsupervised parsing models. For our work, we use the Dependency Model with Valence (DMV) by Klein and Manning (2004) . Most of the more recent unsupervised dependency parsing research is based on this model. DMV is a generative head-outward parsing model which is trained by expectation maximization on part-ofspeech (POS) sequences of the input sentences. Starting from a single root token, head tokens generate dependants by a probability conditioned on the direction (left/right) from the head and the head's token type. Each head node generates tokens until a stop event is generated with a probability dependent on the same criteria plus a flag whether some dependant token has already been generated in the same direction.
For comparison of unsupervised and supervised parsing, we apply the (Nivre, 2003) deterministic incremental parsing algorithm Nivre arc-eager, the default algorithm of the MALT framework 2 (Nivre et al., 2007) . In this model, for each word token, an SVM classifier decides for a parser state transition, which, in conjunction with other decisions, determines where phrases begin and end.
2 http://www.maltparser.org as of Nov. 2013 
Experiments
We used the plain text documents of the English Newswire and Web Text Documents provided for TAC KBP challenge 2011 (Ji et al., 2011) . We automatically annotated relation type mentions in these documents by distant supervision using the online database Freebase 3 , i.e. for all relation types of TAC KBP 2011, we took relation triples from Freebase and, applying preprocessing as described in Section 2, we retrieved sentences mentioning both arguments of some Freebase relation with matching predicted entity types. We hypothesize that all sentences express the respective Freebase relation. This way we retrieved a distantly supervised training set of 480 622 English sentences containing 92468 distinct relation instances instantiating 41 TAC KBP relation types.
Training and Evaluation
From our retrieved set of sentences, we took those with a maximum length of 10 tokens and transformed them to POS sequences. We trained DMV only on this dataset of short POS sequences, which we expect to form mentions of a modeled relation. Therefore, we suspect that DMV training assigns an increased amount of probability mass to dependency paths along structures which are truly related to these relations. We used the DMV implementation from Cohen and Smith (2009) 4 .
For the supervised Nivre arc-eager parser we used MALT (Nivre et al., 2007) with a pre-trained Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) model 5 . As a baseline, we tested left branching parses i.e. Table 1 : DMV patterns improving MALT results the most, when added to the MALT patternset dependency trees solely consisting of head-todependent edges from the right to the left 6 . All the extracted sentences were parsed and patterns were extracted from the parses. The patterns were then applied to the corpus and their precision was determined according to Freebase. With different cut-off values on training precision, the full relation extraction pipeline described in Section 2 was evaluated with respect to the Slot Filling test queries of TAC KBP 2011.
Results
Figure 2 (left) depicts F 1 -measured testset results for pattern sets with varying training precision thresholds. Figure 2 (right) shows a precision recall plot of the same data points.
As can be seen in Figure 2 (left), flattening graph patterns to surface-based patterns increased the overall F 1 score. The curve for MALT generated surface patterns in Figure 2 (right) shows no increase in precision towards low recall levels where only the highest-training-precision patterns are retained. This indicates a lack of precision in MALT-based surface patterns. In contrast, the corresponding DMV-based graph increases monotonically towards lower recall levels, which is reflected by the highest F 1 score (Figure 2, left) . Table 1 shows the increases in evaluation score of those DMV-generated patterns which help most to more precisely identify relations when added to the set of all MALT-generated patterns (sorted by F 1 score). Figure 1 compares the syntactic analyses of MALT and DMV for an example sentence where DMV generates one of the listed patterns. The numbers of Table 1 indicate that such patterns are missing without alternatives in the pattern set gained from supervised parsing.
Conclusion
We have presented a simple method for generating surface-based patterns from parse trees which, besides avoiding the need for parsing test data, also increases extraction quality. By comparing supervised and unsupervised parsing, we furthermore found that unsupervised parsing not only eliminates the dependency on expensive domainspecific training data, but also produce surfacebased extraction patterns of increased quality. Our results emphasize the need for task-driven evaluation of unsupervised parsing methods and show that there exist indicative structures for relation extraction beyond widely agreed-on linguistic syntax analyses.
